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Abstract 
Fishnets are prone to wear and damage over long         

periods of time. However, it can be expensive to constantly          
monitor the status of a fishnet, especially in large         
aquacultures. In this paper, I describe the research I         
conducted in the Georgia Tech Systems Research laboratory        
under the guidance of Dr. Fumin Zhang and Qiuyang Tao.          
This document will discuss various methods and tests        
involving underwater fishnet and hole detection for a        
miniature underwater robot, and provide necessary      
procedures or resources so that the processes explained can         
be done by future students. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
For the past decade, aquaculture has produced       

over 120 million tons of fish each year, and in 2014,           
production from aquaculture had a value of $160.2 billion         
USD [1]. Because fish farming has an enormous global         
market, many aquaculture farms invest heavily in large        
fish pens to increase production. However, as shown by         
the Atlantic salmon spill [2] in 2017, damages in nets can           
result in millions of dollars in losses.  

The Georgia Tech Systems Research laboratory      
has developed a miniature underwater robot (GTMUR).       
This robot can maneuver autonomously underwater and       
maintain communication with a base station on the        
surface. The GTMUR is inexpensive and also has a forward          
facing camera capable of recording videos underwater.  

In this paper, several topics to prepare the GTMUR         
as an inexpensive tool for fishnet surveillance are        
discussed. This includes underwater stereo vision, image       
enhancement, and deep learning for net and hole        
detection. Most of the semester was spent implementing        
deep learning for net and hole detection, so this paper will           
focus on the process and results of deep learning.         
However, other topics will be discussed as well. 

Section II discusses stereo vision and image       
enhancement as potential methods to improve net       
detection. In Section III, several popular deep learning        
algorithms and neural network acceleration are reviewed,       
along with how they may be used for GTMUR’s         
applications. Section IV covers data collection for       
underwater nets, as well as the setup and training process          
for a net and hole detection network. Results of the deep           
learning network are shown in Section V. Finally, Section         
VI provides summary of this paper as well as future work. 
 

II. AREAS OF EXPLORATION 
A. STEREO VISION 

While we wish to use deep learning to detect nets          
and holes in an underwater net, using a raw image as a            
neural network input may not have expected results. While         
a net itself can be quite regular and defined, background          
objects like fish and debris can pollute the image (Fig. 1).           
A potential solution to this is to use depth images instead           
of RGB images as inputs to the neural network. 

 
Fig. 1. Significant background noise can make net detection difficult [3]. 

 

Stereo vision involves two cameras. When the same point         
can be found in both the left and right image captures, we            
can estimate the depth of this point given the known          
relationship between the two cameras [4]. Identifying       
corresponding points in two images involves calculating       
gradients for the entire image. Fortunately, nets have        
extremely distinct gradients that can be used for depth         
estimation. 

Using an Intel Realsense r200 stereo infrared       
camera, depth image capture was tested on a net in air.           
While this camera uses IR instead of RGB, the process is           
fundamentally the same. Fig. 2. shows an example of the          
camera estimating the depth of a net. 

 
Fig. 2. Depth image (left) created from net in noisy environment (right). 

 

It is apparent that the majority of the net has been fully            
reconstructed in the depth image. This depth image has         
potential to be used as a deep neural net input because a            
simple depth filter eliminates background noise and can  
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Fig. 3. Comparison of SSD and YOLO deep neural net architectures [6] 

 

allow a network to converge toward the detection of this          
regular pattern. 

A potential stereo camera to be used on the         
GTMUR was identified. The DUO MLX is a USB stereo          
camera that comes with a 6 DoF IMU, 170° wide angle           1

lenses, and 30mm baseline. The most important aspect of         
this camera is that it is extremely small (52x25x13mm), so          
it can easily fit in the front portion of the GTMUR. The DUO             
MLX comes with a ROS package and interface, so it is easy            
to launch the camera and configure parameters based on         
our requirements. ROS allows facilitates simple message       
passing, so the images captured by the camera can be          
processed onboard without much additional effort. 
 
B. IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 

While stereo vision can be used to filter out         
background noise, underwater images can inherently have       
extremely poor qualities. Underwater, light and color can        
be degraded due to effects like absorption and        
backscattering. Image enhancement techniques like [5]      
apply several filters that reduce noise and enhance edges         
by converting the image into the frequency domain and         
processing the various frequency responses. Filtering      
techniques could potentially be used to improve stereo,        
since properly restored image features can be more        
distinct during correspondence matching in stereo.      
However, there is a significant computational cost as the         
process in [5] can take approximately 4 seconds to run on           
a single image using a CPU. One important thing to note           
about the GTMUR is that we can generally assume that          

1 https://duo3d.com/product/duo-minilx-lv1 

there is ambient lighting in the image, since the GTMUR          
cannot submerge to depths where there is a lack of          
sunlight.  
 

III. DEEP LEARNING 
A. SSD: SINGLE SHOT MULTIBOX DETECTOR 

We wish to use a deep neural net to detect          

underwater fishnets, as well as holes in these fishnets. This          
requires the GTMUR to maneuver near the fishnet and         
perform detection at near real-time. If the vehicle detects a          
potential hole, the vehicle will steer toward the hole so          
that further inspection can be done. This process would         
require a fast neural net that is lightweight enough to be           
run on the GTMUR. SSD [6] is an appealing choice because           
it is much faster than other state of the art detection and            
classification algorithms. A visualization of the SSD       
network is shown in Fig. 3. 

SSD passes an image through the network just        

once to produce an output. Predictions are based on         
default bounding boxes that are estimated at the beginning         
of detection, and are refined at the end of the detection           
pipeline. 

An related application that our laboratory is       
interested in is underwater diver tracking. Using the        
out-of-the-box SSD network trained on VOC 2007, it was         
found that a human could be detected underwater with         
fairly high confidence (Fig. 4.). Considering that the        
network has not been trained specifically for detecting        
humans underwater, the results are quite promising.  
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Fig. 4. SSD trained on VOC 2007 detecting human underwater, run on 8GB             

RAM CPU. 

 

One of the earlier tasks completed this semester        
involved setting up the GPU workstation. The SSD Caffe         
repository was installed on the workstation, and the        2

network was then trained on VOC 2007 using the         
workstation’s GPUs. This took approximately two days       
using two GPUs performing a total of 120000 training         
iterations using mostly default parameters. The only       
parameter changed was the batch size, which had to be          
reduced from 64 to 8 due to the memory constraints of the            
workstation. SSD achieves as mean average precision       
(MAP) of approximately 74%. An example of the trained         
network running on the workstation is shown in Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 5. SSD running on trained network detecting human. 

 

The workstation is able to perform detection at        
approximately 40Hz using 1280x720 images as inputs (the        
network will shrink the images to 300x300 or 500x500,         
depending on the parameter selected). 
 
B. YOU ONLY LOOK ONCE (YOLO) 

You Only Look Once [7] is another single shot         
deep learning network. Like SSD, YOLO only takes one pass          
of an image to perform object detection (see Fig. 3. For           
network structure comparison). Both YOLO and SSD       
perform data augmentation to assist with generalizing the        

2 https://github.com/weiliu89/caffe/tree/ssd 

network. YOLO and SSD are able to be run on my laptop            
with 8 GB RAM at approximately 0.2 Hz. However, we are           
using an Intel Up-board on the GTMUR, which has 4 GB           
RAM and limited performance due to the size and power          
constraints onboard the underwater vehicle. As a result,        
SSD and YOLO will run at less than 0.1 Hz. 

The developers of YOLO also created a more        
compact and significantly faster version of their network        
called Tiny-YOLO. Tiny-YOLO is capable of detecting       
objects over two times faster than YOLO and SSD. This is           
because Tiny-YOLO’s network has been reduced to 9        
convolutional layers, compared to YOLO’s 24. While this        
reduction in layers comes at the cost of detection         
performance, we are trying to detect nets and holes which          
have extremely well-defined features. The lack of       
ambiguity with a net structure means that we do not          
necessarily need the complex networks of SSD and YOLO.  

Another task completed this semester was setting       
up the GTMUR’s Up-board to perform object detection.        
Because Tiny-YOLO is one of the fastest object detection         
networks available, the Up-board was setup to run this         
network. Conveniently, YOLO and Tiny-YOLO are available       
as a ROS package . ROS is the foundation for a          3

standardized messaging interface that simplifies the      
process of capturing video data and subsequently       
processing the data for our needs. 

ROS is supported by Ubuntu, so Ubuntu 16.04 and         
ROS are currently installed on the Up-board. Running the         
Tiny-YOLO network on the Up-board’s CPU is quite slow,         
maxing out at approximately 0.1 Hz. The network was able          
to detect a human with less confidence than YOLO (Fig. 6.).           
Because this network structure is one of the fastest, it is           
unlikely we will be able to use a larger network on the            
Up-board in the near future.  

 
Fig. 6. Tiny-YOLO running at 0.1 Hz on Up-board with 4 GB RAM CPU. 

 
C. NETWORK ACCELERATION 

Because the GTMUR’s Up-board can only run a fast         
object detection networks at a meager 0.1 Hz, we wish to           
accelerate this network performance. Intel’s Movidius      
Neural Compute Stick (NCS) provides a cheap solution to         

3 https://github.com/leggedrobotics/darknet_ros 
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neural network acceleration. The NCS is powered by a         
Vision Processing Unit (VPU) and can simply be plugged         
into one of the Up-board’s USB ports. Network acceleration         
is done using the NCS’s heavily optimized internal        
structure, which supports networks using the Caffe or        
Tensorflow frameworks.  

The NCS repository is installed on the Up-board.        4

The repository includes several example demos for object        
classification. I ran a demo using AlexNet, which ran on the           
Up-board with the NCS at approximately 4 Hz (Fig. 7.)          
Detection was quite noisy, although the network was        
detecting a significant number of common objects       
(keyboards, monitors, chairs, tables, etc.). 

 
Fig. 7. Image classification (monitor) running on Up-board with NCS. 

 
Unfortunately, there did not seem to be any convenient         
method to perform object detection with the NCS in the          
repository. However, another group developed a separate       
repository that can perform object detection on an NCS         5

using Tiny-YOLO.  
We currently do not know the performance of the         

NCS running object detection for our purposes. We can         
expect that it is slower than object detection. Further tests          
will be conducted to evaluate the feasibility of the NCS for           
fishnet and hole detection. It is possible to use multiple          
NCSs on a single device, which may be of interest in the            
future. 
 

IV. NETWORK TRAINING 
A. DATA COLLECTION 

An initial goal was to prove that a deep neural net           
could detect a fishnet, as well as a hole in the net. One             
interesting aspect of fishnets is that the majority of the          
object we are trying to detect is empty space. This could           
make hole detection especially difficult, because a hole is         
simply a larger area of empty space. This may be          
ambiguous with the actual empty space surrounding the        
net. Because we wish to examine the potential for using          
deep learning for detection, we greatly simplify the        
problem. A test rig was created so that we could record           

4 https://github.com/movidius/ncsdk 
5 https://blog.codecentric.de/en/2017/10/object-detection-neural-compute-stick/ 

videos underwater. This rig consists of a rectangular        
aluminum frame with approximate dimensions of 3ft. x 4ft.         
(Fig. 8.). A fishnet is placed in the center of the frame and             
zip tied to the edges. 

 
Fig. 8. Fishnet test rig. 

 

The test rig is then submerged underwater in a swimming          
pool. We use a GoPro Hero 4 Silver to record images at 120             
FPS with 720p (1280x720) resolution.  

Several videos were recorded of the test rig        
containing an unbroken net. Holes of varying sizes were         
then cut in the net and additional videos were taken of the            
test rig with holes (Fig. 9). During video recording, the          
camera was moved in various orientations and distances        
relative to the test rig so that the images captured varied. 

 
Fig. 9. Holes of various sizes cut into test rig net. 

 
Approximately 30 minutes of video was recorded. The data         
can be found in the laboratory OneDrive. 

Images are extracted from each video using       
ffmpeg and samples at 10 FPS to eliminate redundant         6

images.  
 
B. DATA LABELING AND DATASET GENERATION 

Images are labeled using the LabelImg data       7

labeling tool (Fig. 10). This tool labels images according to          
VOC format. VOC format is a commonly used format for          
deep learning networks. For fishnet and hole detection, we         
first attempt to train the SSD network. A user labels data           
by dragging a bounding box over the object of interest,          
such as a net or hole, and an annotation is automatically           
generated for that image. There are two classes we are          
interested in: net and hole. Additional instructions for data         

6http://ubuntuhandbook.org/index.php/2016/09/install-ffmpeg-3-1-ub
untu-16-04-ppa/ 
7 https://github.com/tzutalin/labelImg 
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collection and labeling, as well as the training procedure,         
can be found in this document . 8

To test network performance on net and hole        
detection separately, two separate datasets were created.       
One dataset contains images of the unbroken net with the          
net labeled, and the other dataset contains images with a          
hole labeled. 

 
Fig. 10. LabelImg data labeling tool for labeling nets and holes. 

 
Instructions to generate the final dataset for       

training in Caffe can be found in the SSD repository wiki.           
This requires custom scripts that are located on the GPU          
workstation, and setup instructions can be found in this         
document . These scripts setup all necessary text files to         9

locate training image with corresponding annotations, and       
creates “lmbd” files which are necessary for training in         
Caffe.  

 
C. SSD NETWORK TRAINING 

We have two separate datasets to train the        
network. The first dataset containing images and       
annotations of an unbroken net contains 1671 examples.        
The second dataset containing images and annotations of        
the net with a hole contains 3345 examples. 70% of the           
images are used for training, and the other 30% are used           
for testing. The parameters used for training include: 

- Learning rate: 0.00004 
- Classes: Net, Hole, Background(ignore) 
- GPUS: 0, 2 (corresponds to the two GPUs on the          

workstation) 
- Batch size: 8 
- Iterations: 10000 

Instructions to train the network can also be found in the           
SSD repository wiki. Additional parameters that may need        
to be adjusted are also available in the training procedure          
document mentioned earlier.  
 

 
 

8https://docs.google.com/document/d/17CCrAXP2fbcwWSW-B7rxE485r
WQ1VEYU_FrpaRZgL7I/edit?usp=sharing 
9https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Wl6r1SIP2sRuPOawQdbvMFYfx
6AG64cDy10AyuQwx48/edit?usp=sharing 

V. NETWORK RESULTS 
Thorough quantitative evaluation of the network      

has not been completed. The models are available on the          
GPU workstation and can be investigated at a later time. 
 
A. NET 

The example results of net detection are shown in         
Fig. 11. The network model trained on 10000 iterations         
was used. The images shown are from an entirely different          
video from the video containing the training images. The         
network runs at approximately 20 Hz on a single GPU on           
the workstation. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Examples of SSD detecting net. 

 

The confidences are quite high, but we expect this to occur           
because we are evaluating the same net for training and          
testing, and the environment has been controlled. 
 
B. HOLES 

The example results of hole detection are shown        
in Fig. 12. The network model trained on 1000 iterations          
was used. The images evaluated come from the same video          
used for training. However, only 7% of the video’s images          
were used for training, and the hole is detected in over           
95% of the video’s images. While this is still biased, we           
expect this result because the same test rig with the same           
hole is used for training and testing, and the environment          
has been controlled. Like net detection, the confidences are         
quite high because of the amount of control we place on           
the test setup. The network runs at approximately 20 Hz          
on a single GPU on the workstation. The next step to hole            
detection would be training a network capable of detecting         
various types of holes. This would require extensive data         
collection and labeling of thousands of images with varying         
hole size and shape. 
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Fig. 12. Examples of SSD detecting hole. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, an overview of image processing        

techniques, deep learning networks, and network      
acceleration is discussed. The process for setting up a deep          
learning network for object detection is described. It is         
also qualitatively proven that a fishnet, as well as a hole in            
that fishnet, can be detected using the SSD deep neural          
network. This research shows that it is reasonable to move          
forward with implementing a deep neural net on the         
GTMUR to establish a vehicle capable of detecting holes in          
fishnets for aquacultures.  

Future work involves finalizing the hole tracking       
capabilities of the GTMUR. The networks for a complete         
net and hole detector will demand thousands of images         
containing various types of nets with different hole shapes         
and sizes. We also require the detection network to         
perform sufficiently fast, which involves migrating the       
network models to a Movidius Neural Compute Stick.        
Control algorithms will need to be developed to act upon          
detections of nets and holes. Additionally, the same        
process can be applied to tracking a diver underwater,         
which has applications to underwater safety and       
recreation.  
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